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Abstract 

The symmetry species conversion rates of C D  3 groups are calculated using a model in which the interaction between 
the quadrupolar moment of the deuterons with the electric field gradient at the site of the nucleus causes symmetry 
changing transitions. The results are compared with those for the corresponding protonated species embedded in the 
same surrounding. 

1. Introduction 

There has been increasing interest in the problem 
of spin conversion in rotational tunnelling systems 
in recent years. Besides several experimental invest- 
igations [1-5],  theoretical treatments of the conver- 
sion rates have been presented for H2 [6, 7], D2 [8], 
C H  4 [9] and C H  3 [10, 11]. Except for H2 and 
D2 the proposed conversion mechanism is a "hy- 
brid" mechanism in which the intramolecular dipo- 
lar interaction mixes states of different symmetry 
and the rotor phonon coupling induces energy-con- 
serving transitions between these states. 

Here, we consider C D  3 groups [12]. The mech- 
anism considered by us is a "hybrid" mechanism in 
which the interaction between the quadrupolar  mo- 
ment of the deuterons with the electric field gradi- 
ent at the site of the nuclei mixes states of different 
symmetry and the rotor phonon interaqtion pro- 
vides energy conservation. These electric field 
gradients have their origin almost exclusively in the 
charge distribution of the chemical bond between 
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the deuteron and the carbon atom. The strength of 
the quadrupolar  interaction for a CD 3 group is of 
a comparable strength as the dipolar interaction 
among the protons of a CH3 group. The calcu- 
lations will be performed using second-order per- 
turbation theory with respect to the rotor phonon 
interaction Hamiltonian. 

2. Symmetry conversion rates 

In this section we calculate the symmetry conver- 
sion rates of rotational tunnelling C D  3 groups us- 
ing the Hamiltonian: 

H = H R + H P -I- H ~ + H Q • (1) 

The first three terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 
(1) are usually considered in theoretical treatments 
of the temperature dependence of rotational tun- 
nelling [- 13, 14]: 

H R =  - B ~ +  V3cos3~p 

(B ~ 324~teV for CD3), (2) 
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H v = ~ O)k(b~bk + ½), (3) 
k 

H I = ~ (g~, cos 3to + g~, sin 3 tO) (bk + b;) ,  (4) 
k 

where the symbols have their usual meaning [14]. 
The total rotational wave functions form products 
of a spatial and a spin part. For  CD3 there is no one 
to one correspondence between the symmetry spe- 
cies F and the total nuclear spin I of the CD3 
group. Instead, there are A-states with I = 0, 1, 3 
and E-states with I = 1, 2 [15, 16]. Thus, the name 
"spin" conversion would be misleading in the pres- 
ent context. 

Defining the so-called quadrupolar coupling 
constant Ce = (e2qQ/h) and using the rotational 
axis of the C D  3 group as magnetic quantization 
axis, one finds for the quadrupolar Hamiltonian: 

H Q = 2CQ[½(3 cos 2 0 -- 1) {3(I(-1)) 2 + 3(I(-2)) 2

CH3 case, the quadrupolar Hamiltonian also has 
nonvanishing matrix elements between E ~- and 
Eb-states [10, 12]. 

As in Ref. [10] (to be denoted as I in the follow- 
ing) we calculate the transition rates 
Rr~r,(F, F'~(A, E a, Eb)) taking the time derivatives 
of the expectation value of projectors Pr into the 
F-symmetric part of the Hilbert space for a F' 
symmetric thermal equilibrium state Pr':= 
Pr" exp( -- f lH)Pr,/Tr(Pr,  exp(flH)Pr,) in second 
order regarding HI. Contrary to the CH3 problem 
we now have to deal not only with R A ~  E but also 
with the transition rates RE.~eb. 

For  times long compared to all other relaxation 
times of our system, we have to solve the following 
linear rate equations for the symmetry species con- 
centration Cr: = (Pr):  

d 
~tCr  = ~, { R r ~ r , C r , - R r , ~ r C r } ,  (6) 

r~r' 

where 

+ 3(I~3))2 _ (i(1))2 _ (1(2))2 _ (1(3) )2}  

- (¼sin 20exp(ito){(i~1)i~) + "+l(1)l(1)~Jz 1

+ ~(I~ ' t~  ' + I~'  I~ ~) 

o * , , ~ , , ~  i ~ t ~ ) )  + + o ~,~ ,+  + h.c.) 

+ (¼sin 2 0exp(  - 2 i to){( i~)2 + e(i~))2 

+ e*(l~ ')  2 } + h.c.)]. (5) 

Here, r'=~ = t ~  _+ it~ 0, (1%+ = / ~ ,  (i~0)+ = r?, 
e = exp(2ni/3) and h.c. means hermitian conjugate. 
0 is the angle between the nonvanishing component 
of the axially symmetric electric field gradient eq 
and the rotational axis. For  the tetrahedral angle 
0T, one has cos 8T = ]. Q denotes the quadrupolar 
moment of the deuterons. 

Typical values for C o are 0.1~).132 neV [15], 
which is much larger than the strength of the 
dipole~lipole interaction among the deuterons 
(,-~ 1 peV). Thus, we neglect the dipole~lipole inter- 
action completely in the following discussion. 

The matrix elements of H e can be found in Ref. 
[12]. In contrast to the dipolar Hamiltonian in the 

d 
Rr~r,: = ~ (Pr( t ) )  r'. (7) 

The rate equations (6) can be written in matrix 
form. This transition rate matrix has eigen- 
values 21 = 0, 22 = -  (1 + 2Z)RA~E. and 23 = 
--  2RE.~eb -- RA~E., where z:= z E / z  A with 
z r  = ~r ~, exp( - tiE r)  (where fl is the inverse tem- 
perature and Erm denotes the energy of the mth 
librational eigenstate of H R with symmetry F), 
0~A = 1 1, erE = 8. Furthermore, we have anticipated 
the fact that the rates Rr~r, have to fulfill the 
detailed balance condition. 21 corresponds to the 
stationary solution at thermal equilibrium, 22 is 
connected with A~-~E conversion, 1/%o. = -  ),2 
and )-3 = -- 1/ZE'.-E b with Ea~--~E b conversion. 

1/%o, describes changes in CE:= ½(CE. + CE.) 
due to A*-*E transitions, irrespective of E being 
E a or E b. Thus, for A ~ E  conversion the rates 
RE'~E" are irrelevant. Therefore, we restrict our- 
selves to the calculation of RA~E" and 1/z . . . .  

RA~E. is calculated in time-dependent perturba- 
tion theory in second order with respect to H t and 
H e . For  H e it is assumed that it mixes the sym- 
metry species A and E slightly without changing 
the eigenvalues of H R. In a calculation similar to 
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that performed in I (note that this procedure is not 
applicable for the calculation of RE'~E", since E a- 
and Eb-states are degenerate) we find 

1 4//~'~ 3 2 / / 1  2)m~o m oon.--3 + e x p ( -  

x {n(lEEo -- ELI) + O(E~ o - EA)} 

~{sinZ2 I A  /A,.o\ E {A"'~I: 

J A rB°o  E {B.h +sin4Ogk'mO~omoJ--gk'nmO~,A--~mJ } 

x 6(IE~ o - ELI - coD. (8) 

Here, n(E):= (exp(flE) - 1)-1 is the phonon occu- 
pation number, 

1, x > O ,  
O ( x ) =  O, x < O ,  

and we have defined A,,:= (mEalei~lmA) and 
B,,:= (mEale-2i~°lmA). This conversion rate, in 
particular its temperature dependence has much 
similarity to the one obtained for the CH 3 system. 
For  a detailed discussion of its properties we refer 
to I. It depends on the phonon density of states at 
all possible energy differences between unperturbed 
rotor levels of different symmetry E~ o - EL. There- 
fore, at temperatures somewhat above the tunnell- 
ing energy Ao, a thermally activated behaviour is 
obtained for the temperature dependence, with an 
activation energy that corresponds to the libra- 
tional energy Elib := E1 -- Eo. 

The prominent difference of Eq. (8) to the conver- 
sion rates obtained for protonated systems is the 
temperature dependence at low temperatures 
T ~ Ao. Then only the term m = mo = 0 contrib- 
utes and the complete low-temperature dependence 
is proportional to the function 

(1 -4- ,~-~ exp( - flAo)) 
f(Ao): = (1 - e x p ( -  flAo)) ' (9) 

which differs slightly from the usual (1 + 2n(Ao)) 
behaviour (n is the Bose function). The temperature 
dependence of the CD 3 conversion rate is enhanced 

as compared to CH 3 for T > 0. For T = Ao, this 
enhancement factor is ~ 1.12. 

As an explicit example, we specify the coupled 
phonon density of states. Similar to I we choose the 
Debye model for the phonons and fix the angle O in 
(8) by the tetrahedral angle cos 0v = ½. 

For  low temperatures T <  Ao the conversion rate 
becomes 

1 31t3 2 V392 
~oo.- 2 Ce o~ z°lMA°°-M~°12 

x( Iao l  2 + 21BolZ)f(Ao). (10) 

Here, C0D denotes the Debye frequency, 

r . Ic°s 2q~lm,F)  Mr,,,,.= (mFI ~sln Jq~) 

~breathing: ~ cos 3~0~ 
f o r (  shaking:~ sin3~o ) 

type of coupling (cf. also Eqs. (2-4)) and 
9:= # ~ . c / ~  is a dimensionless factor for the 
coupling strength. 

An important property of Eq. (10) is the 1/Zco,.-~ Ao 3
proportionality, which is a consequence of 
MEoo- MAoo.~Ao. This A 3 dependency is obtained 
already in all other theories on symmetry conver- 
sion rates in rotational tunnelling systems. 
Moro vanishes for shaking-type contributions to the 
ro tor -phonon coupling so that the conversion rate 
at low temperatures is a measure for the coupling 
strength of breathing type. The whole temperature 
dependence is determined by the function f(Ao), 
which is defined in Eq. (9). The deviation from the 
(1 + 2n(Ao))-law in the temperature dependence 
has its origin solely in the different multiplicity of 
the spin states of A- and E-symmetry in case of 
CD 3. 

In the temperature range of librational activation 
(Orbach process) (Ao ,~ T ~  Enb) the dominant 
contribution to the conversion rate reads 

1-3( l+16/ l l )~3C~V3g2(El ib)3~---z  [ M ° l \  COD / 0 [2 
Tcon 

x(IAol 2 + 2lBol2)exp(--flElib), (11) 

where we have ignored the F-dependence of Mol. 
The A o 2 proportionality as a direct consequence of 
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Eq. (8) is of general validity, whereas the E3b pro- 
portionality originates from the Debye assumption 
for the phonon density of states. 

To allow comparison with recent experimental 
evidence [3] of a Raman-type rotor-phonon coup- 
ling, we give the result for the conversion rate due 
to those inelastic phonon scattering processes [ 11]. 
A rotor-phonon coupling quadratic in the phonon 
coordinates: 

I H R  . . . .  = E (g~k' COS 3~0 + 9~,k' sin 3go) 
kk' 

X(bk + b~) (bk, + b +) (12) 

is assumed. 
If we neglect the energy difference A o between the 

two phonons involved, a calculation similar to the 
one performed before yields a conversion rate due 
to this process: 

f l ' ~  96x 9 -2 A E 2 V3g [Moo--Moo[ 
- - - - - - ( l + ~ e  -~°)  C~ 6 2 

R 7 coDAo 

× (IAol2 + 21nol2) r 7 (13) 
where ~:= ~,v/(V3cokcor) 1/2. This rate is propor- 
tional to T 7 for flAo ¢ 1. The corresponding rate 
for C H  3 derived by Wfirger [11] reads in our nota- 
tion: 

(1/%on)n.cn~ = (2~)7(81/56)(72/r3)2(V392/co 6) 
x (IMAo -- MEoI2/A2)IBol 2 T 7. 

For Ao < 25 peV the conversion rate is insensitive 
on Ao because MoAo -- MoEo and Ao both show the 
same exponential dependence on the barrier height 

2V3. On the other hand, the matrix elements 
Ao and Bo start to behave different qualitatively as 
Ao approaches Bcn; Bo---} 0, whereas Ao remains 
nonvanishing in this limit. This causes a drastic 
increase of the Raman-type conversion rate with 
deuteration in relatively weakly hindered systems. 
The recent experimental observation can be inter- 
preted along these lines [3]. 

3. Comparison to C H  3 

In this section, we compare the conversion rates 
for C D  3 to  those for CH3. We disregard differences 
in the coupling strengths g, ~ and in the Debye 

frequencies coD. The latter is expected to decrease 
slightly when CH3 is substituted by CD 3. Further- 
more, we neglect any isotope effect on the hindering 
potential V3 cos 3tp (cf. Ref. [16] ). The important 
modification is a reduction of the (quantum) energy 

1 B unit BCD3 = 3  cn3. This influences the rotational 
wave functions and the eigenvalues of H R (cf. (2)). 

One common prefactor in all expressions for the 
relative change in the conversion rates 
~. ~.-1 - 1  • = (  con)CDJ(Zcon)CH3 with deuteration is the 
square of the ratio of the quadrupolar and the 
dipolar energy (CQ/y2/r3) 2, which varies between 
1 and 2, depending on the system considered. 

The ratios g depend on both, the temperature 
and the rotational potential barrier height 2 I/3. 

In case of a quadratic rotor-phonon coupling 
(12), Raman-type conversion takes place. The cor- 
responding err . . . .  ratios vary slightly with temper- 
ature for T<Ao due to the exp( - f lAo)  depend- 
ence, but become constant at higher temperatures. 
For V3 < 18Bcu~ the conversion due to this process 
is increased by a factor of about 10 upon deuter- 
ation, approximately independent of V3 (and of the 
temperature). For lower values of V3, ~K . . . .  in- 
creases drastically as V3 ~ 0. The reason for this 
peculiar isotope effect in nearly free rotating sys- 
tems, which convert via a Raman process, has al- 
ready been discussed in connection with Eq. (13). 

In contrast, for a rotor-phonon coupling linear 
in the phonon coordinates (cf. Eq. (4)), the ratio 

strongly depends on temperature. 
For the direct process process (cf. Eq. (10) and 

Eq. (9) of I, with m = m' = 0), which is relevant at low 
temperatures, the most important factor is given by 

(A°(CD3)'] 3 (14) 
0~ ,-~ \ A o ( C H 3 ) / /  

owing to the small density of low-energy phonons. 
Since Ao(CD3)<~ Ao(CH3), the direct process is 
strongly suppressed with deuteration as a direct 
consequence of the A 3 proportionality of the con- 
version rates. 

At higher temperatures, where conversion takes 
place via an Orbach process, just the opposite be- 
haviour is found: The dominant factor in this case is 

~ (A°(CH3)'~ 2 (15) 
\Ao(CD3),] ' 
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which is much larger than 1. Because the librational 
energy Enb(CD3) is smaller than Elib(CHa) , one 
additionally has to be aware of the Arrhenius fac- 
tors e x p ( -  f l [ E l i b ( C D 3 )  - Elib(CH3)]). According 
to Eq. (15) CD3 systems are expected to convert 
much faster than the corresponding CH 3 systems in 
the temperature range, where both systems convert 
via the Orbach process. 

The temperature dependence for the ratio ~ (H I 
according to Eq. (4)) is shown in Fig. 1. At temper- 
atures below the tunnelling energy of the 
deuterated compound, Ao(CD3), ~t saturates at 
a certain low temperature value (for the parameters 
chosen in Fig. 1, this value is ~ ,~ 3 x 1 0 - 3 ) .  At 
slightly elevated temperatures the factor 
f(Ao(CD3)) (cf. Eq. (9)) starts to increase. The re- 
sulting increase in ~t is only compensated, when the 
temperature comes close to Ao(CH3); then also 
(~on 1 ) c n 3  increases proportional to 
(1 + 2n(Ao(CH3))). The subsequent raise in ~(T) 
around T~2Ao(CH3) takes place because the 
deuterated compound starts to convert via the lib- 
rationally activated (Orbach-type) process, before 
the protonated compound (Enb(CD3) < Elib(CH3)) 
also begins to convert via this mechanism at 
T>4Ao(CH3),  leading to the maximum at 
T/A o (CH 3) ,~ 4. In the high- 
temperature limit Ao(CH3)~ T,~ Elib(CH3), ~ is 
determined by the factor (15). 

- 2  
0 4 

T/Ao(CH3) 

4' 

Fig. 1. Logarithm of the ratio ~:= (z~oa.)co3/(z~o~)cn3 versus 
temperature (in units of the tunnelling energy A o(CH3)) for the 
Debye phonon model and for breathing and shaking coupling 
types of equal strengths. The parameters chosen are 
V3 = 10Bcn~ and coo = 18Bcn~ and the quadrupolar and dipolar 
energies are assumed to be equal: CQ = "~2/r3. 

Also the dependence of ~ on the barrier height 
2 V3 is determined by the factors (14) and (15). Thus, 
for a direct process (low temperatures), ~ dramati- 
cally increases with increasing V3, whereas the op- 
posite behaviour is found for an Orbach process 
(high temperatures). 

4. Conclusions 

For a detailed discussion of the approximations 
made in the calculation of the symmetry conversion 
rates we refer to Refs. [12] and I. 

The temperature dependence of r¢o, in CD3 is 
found to be quite similar to that of the correspond- 
ing stronger hindered CH3 system, except for low 
temperatures T ~< Ao, where a slightly different law 
for the temperature dependence is obtained than in 
all other rotational tunnelling systems considered 
so far. 

For a comparison of conversion rates of C D  3 
with the corresponding CH3 containing system, we 

- 1  - 1  have plotted the ratios ~:= (rco,)CD3/(Z¢on)CU~ under 
the aforementioned assumptions versus temper- 
ature for a linear phonon coupling. A strong reduc- 
tion of the conversion rate is predicted for low 
temperatures (direct process). However, at elevated 
temperatures, when the Orbach process starts to 
become significant, ~ may raise by several orders of 
magnitude. This gives rise to a peculiar temper- 
ature dependence of the ratio • in case of a linear 
phonon coupling. 

For the Raman process ~R . . . .  is (nearly) inde- 
pendent of temperature but this ratio strongly in- 
creases as V3 becomes smaller than,-~ 18Bcn3, cor- 
responding to tunnelling energies Ao(CH3) larger 
than 25 peV. For stronger hindered rotors a con- 
stant value ~R . . . .  ~ 10 is obtained. 
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